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Document Version V1_01  15-11-2021 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This project describes a synchronised transmitter/receiver pair designed so that each part is 
optimised for long term battery operation. The main hardware is based on a NRF24L01 transceiver 
module and an  ATtiny1614 micro controller. A synchronisation algorithm ensures that both sides 
are active only during the processing of the regular transmissions and in a "sleep" mode for the 
remaining time.  To illustrate this design, I have used a very simple application where a passive 
infrared sensor (PIR) is attached to the transmitter part and buzzer is connected to the receiver 
part. 

This design is contrary to the typical transmitter/ receiver model where the receiver part is 
permanently active, waiting for any occasional data to be sent from the transmitter part, and it is 
this which more or less precludes long term battery operation for the receiver part. 

 The model here is that the transmitter and 
receiver wake times are governed by a user 
selectable synchronisation profile which 
defines a regular transmission interval, 
together with an algorithm on the receiver 
side to continually optimise the dead time 
between the receiver waking, in 
preparation to receive the transmitted data, 
and the transmitter sending. At the 
conclusion of a successful transmission, 
both receiver and transmitter effectively 
sleep. This helps to ensure optimal battery 
life also for the receiver part.  

In the case of a synchronisation failure, a fall back procedure is executed where the transmitter 
retries at a fixed rate (currently every 10 seconds) and the receiver begins to open a series of 
corresponding 11 second "receive windows" to capture any transmission. However, the receiver 
retry interval diminishes rapidly, to a maximum of one 11 second receive attempt per hour, so that, 
in the event of complete transmitter failure, the batteries of the receiver are not prematurely 
exhausted. In principle, the design is such that the transmitter and receiver batteries are loaded 
approximately equally in both normal and failure operation. 

 
Figure 1 Sample Layout  (Receiver) 
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In this model, the transmitter is the master and the receiver must always adapt to it. The transmitter 
relies on automatically generated "acks" from the receiver to determine if the receiver is in 
synchronisation.  

The solution relies on the RTC timer architecture of the tinyAVR series 1 (and higher) such that, 
under the low power oscillator, more or less arbitrary "wait" or standby times can be specified. The 
traditional AVR architecture provides a watchdog timer for these tasks which is much more 
restrictive for example, limiting the maximum continuous sleep period to 8 seconds. The absolute 
accuracy of the RTC of either the transmitter or the receiver is not a critical factor because the 
receiver adapts relative to the transmission interval. Consistency, however, is important and any 
rapid drift of either clock would cause problems meaning that, especially with the longer 
synchronisation intervals, the receive window would have to open significantly in advance of an 
anticipated transmission to ensure a capture of that transmission. This would naturally impact the 
power consumption of the receiver. 

Due to the initialisation overhead of the radio module, the realistic minimum transmission interval 
for a reasonable battery life may be in the order of 5 to 10 seconds. Hence the solution is 
appropriate for applications where such latency is acceptable, say in the processing of 
environmental type data which changes less frequently. It would be completely unsuitable for use 
in, say, a remote controlled vehicle where latency times much outside the millisecond area would be 
unacceptable. 

Basic tests show that a minimally configured transceiver pair, configured with a 5 minute 
synchronisation profile can have a battery life (2 x AA cells ) of several years for both the 
transmitter and the receiver. During the standby times these parts, when optimally configured, 
consume an incredibly low 0.7uA. 

All schematics and code are provided so that anyone interested can duplicate the project. 
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2.1 ABBREVIATIONS 
 

Ack  Acknowledgement of a received item. 

AVR  Microchip system architecture type 

EEPROM            a non-volatile storage IC 

IC   Integrated Circuit  or Input Capture (depending on context) 
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IDE  Interactive Development Environment 

LED  Light Emitting Diode 

MCU  Microcontroller Unit 

PCB   Printed Circuit Board 

RAM    Random access memory (volatile) 

RTC  Real Time Clock 

RX  Receiver 

SMD  Surface Mount Device 

TX   Transmitter 

USB  Universal Serial Bus 

USBTTL a device for interfacing a USB connection to a serial port 

 

2.2 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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3 GENERAL  SOLUTION 
 

The solution is comprised of a pair of intercommunicating systems each based on ATinty1614 MCU 
and an NRF24L01 radio module. To optimise the power consumption of both the transmitter and 
receiver parts, a synchronisation protocol has been defined which includes a fall back and recovery 
procedure. Synchronisation profiles permit simple control of the transmission interval. The receiver 
part is designed to be activated shortly in advance of a scheduled transmission and an algorithm 
measures the interval between the activation of the receiver and the start of transmission and 
continually optimises this, adjusting for any drift. 

To illustrate the synchronisation mechanism, a small application has been added to the basic model 
consisting of a PIR sensor connected to the TX part and a buzzer to the RX part. If the PIR is 
triggered during a sleep period, the TX wakes, records the trigger event in the payload, ready for the 
next scheduled transmission, then resumes the remainder of the sleep period. When the RX part 
receives the payload, it checks if the buzzer is to be sounded and, if so, sounds it during a measured 
period which is then deducted from the calculated next sleep period to compensate for the extra 
time taken in order to ensure accurate synchronisation with the TX part on the next transmission. 

 

3.1 NORMAL SYNC PATTERN 
 

The following figure illustrates the normal synchronisation activity between the transmitter and the 
receiver on a time line. Special cases such as the initial start-up or a synchronisation failure/ 
recovery  are shown later. The transmissions are indicated on the red line and the receiver activity 
on the green line. The blue boxes indicate an activity which is described below. 

 
Figure 2 
 

1. The receiver wakes and prior to next scheduled transmission and switches its radio on. 
2. The transmitter wakes according to its schedule and transmits a payload to the receiver.  
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3. The receiver receives the payload, automatically acknowledges it, switches the radio off, 
then processes the payload, calculates the next sleep period based on the latest timings then 
sleeps. 

4. The transmitter receives the acknowledgement from the receiver and sleeps.  
 
This activity is repeated continuously as illustrated by steps 5 through to 12 and is governed 
by the selected synchronisation profile. 
If the transmitter is woken prematurely by an interrupt, say by a notification from an 
external device, it processes that interrupt then resumes sleep for the remainder of the 
calculated period. 
 

 

3.2 INITIAL SYNC PATTERN 
 

The following figure illustrates an example start-up synchronisation activity between the 
transmitter and the receiver, again on a time line. In this example, although it is not necessary, the 
transmitter is deployed before the receiver.  When the transmitter or receiver is first switched on, it 
starts in the equivalent of recovery mode. The transmitter attempts a transmission every 10 
seconds and the receiver listens repeatedly for 11 seconds then sleeping for 9 seconds. Once a 
synchronisation has been achieved, both the transmitter and the receiver revert to the configured 
transmission frequency and then attempt gradually to minimise the receiver advance time towards 
the pre-configured target defined in the synchronisation profile. 

 
Figure 3 

 

1. The transmitter attempts to transmit a payload. At start-up, it is in recovery mode (10 
second transmission interval). No ack is received here. 

2. The transmitter retries. Again no ack is received. 
3. Here the receiver is first deployed and switches its radio on awaiting a transmission. 
4. Sometime later, the transmitter retries. 
5. This time, the receiver receives the payload, automatically acknowledges it then goes into 

synchronised mode, sleeping now to respect the configured synchronisation interval. 
6. The transmitter receives the ack and also goes into synchronised mode, sleeping now to 

respect the configured synchronisation interval. 
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The remaining steps 7 through to 18 are similar now that a synchronisation has been achieved. 
Note, however , that the receiver “on” time has been shorted, by the application of an 
optimisation algorithm, to minimise the dead period between the receiver starting and the 
transmitter sending its payload. 

 

3.3 SYNCHRONISATION FAILURE 
 

A synchronisation failure is recognised by the transmitter when it does not receive an ‘ack’ for a 
payload it has sent. The receiver recognises a synchronisation failure when, within a timeout 
window, it does not receive a scheduled transmission. In principle, in non-synchronised mode both 
transmitter and receiver behave as in the start-up case. That is the transmitter retries at 10 second 
intervals and the receiver listens for 11 seconds and sleeps for 9 seconds. However, if the non-
synchronised state persists, the receiver starts reducing the frequency at which it opens the 11 
second receive window. In the worst case, it opens the 11 second receive window once per hour in 
order to reduce power consumption. 

In the current configuration, if the recovery session is less than 100 seconds long, an 11 second 
retry by the receiver is attempted every 9 seconds. If the recovery session persists, it then retries 
every 90 seconds. After 400 seconds, it retries every 900 seconds (15minutes). After 2500 seconds 
in recovery mode, the retry interval is then fixed at 1 hour. That is, every hour, there is one 11 
second receive attempt. 

 

3.4 SYNCHRONISATION  PROFILES. 
 

Four synchronisation profiles have been defined. The important feature of these is the 
synchronisation interval and this can range from 10 seconds to 300 seconds. The synchronisation 
profile is selected only in the transmitter part and is sent to the receiver part in the payload. 

If the receiver does not, for some reason, get the payload, it reverts to synchronisation recovery 
mode. 

The synchronisation profile contains other information such as the target advance time, that is the 
interval between the receiver waking and the transmitter sending. Also the receive window timeout 
and the initial receiver sleep time is defined here. 
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Table 1pre-configured sync profiles 

 Profile 
Profile # #1 #2 #3 #4 
Transmission Interval TX (sec) 10 30 60 300 
Initial Sleep RX (sec) ~7.5 ~25.0 ~50.0 ~290.0 
Advance Target RX (ms) 20 50 50 200 
Receive timeout RX (sec) 5 11 20 20 
 

 

3.5 RADIO PAYLOAD 
 

The nRF24L01 permits a maximum of 32 bytes. To support the synchronisation and provide basic 
maintenance activities, the following fixed part of the payload has been defined. 

struct InRec 
{ 
  uint16_t vcc ;     // TX battery voltage                
  uint16_t radioHealth ;   // not currently used 
  uint32_t serialNumber ; // incremented for each packet transmitted in session 
  uint8_t syncProfileId ;  // Synchronisation Profile 1,2,3 or 4 
  boolean trigger ;  // sample application data PIR triggered 
} ; 
 

 

3.6 DEBUG LEVELS AND PERFORMANCE STATISTICS  
 

Five debug levels have been defined for the RX part; None, Error, Warning, Information and 
Verbose. If “None” is selected, the serial port is not initialised. It is important, therefore never to 
write unconditionally to the serial port or the resulting buffer overflow will hang the device if, later, 
the debug mode is changed to None. 

 

 

 

Table 2- RX Serial Console 

Awake, millis=113902  
Packets this receiver session: 322 
PAYLOAD [ Serial# = 11605; Remote Battery = 2753; trigger = 0; syncProfileId = 2 ] 
syncOk = 1 ; advanceMs= 50 ;sleeping for 30675 msF ; receiveWindowTimeoutMs =  11000  
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SESSION:  batteryMonitor (local)= 3289; syncOk= 1;  radioOnTimeMs= 171 wakeSession(last)= 276 
SleepTimeCompensationMs = 0  
CUMULATIVES:  loopCount= 322; OkCount= 322; FailCount= 0; totalConsecutiveSyncs= 322; 
totalRadioOnTimeMs= 71277; totalSessionTimeS= 9638 
 

Session in this case means statistics collected in the current RX wake session. Cumulative statistics 
are those since the RX was powered on. The payload consists of data originating from only the TX. 

Milliseconds are not counted during the sleep periods. 

 

 

 

Table 3 - TX console 

 
Awake and Transmitting. millis=14173  
Transmitter ON time (ms) = 142 ; Status = 1  
inSync:  RC= 1; millis= 14319  
periodMsF=30720  prescaler=0  period=30720  
RTC.CTRLA=0x81; RTC.PER=30720; RTC.CNT=0  
Session:  batteryMonitor= 3319; txRc= 1;  radioOnTimeMs= 142; extInt= 0  
Cumulatives:  loopCount= 7; OkCount= 5; FailCount= 2;  totalRadioOnTimeMs= 1030; 
totalSessionTimeS= 140 
 

 

3.7 POWER CONSUMPTION 
 

In sleep mode (standby) the power consumption is around 0.7uA. This is due only  to the 
ATtiny1614 because it shuts down all the peripherals  (The exception is the PIR sensor for the 
demonstration application).   

When active, that is transmitting or receiving,  the radio modules can consume up to 20mA. In 
various stand-by modes, the power can go down to about 30uA. These figures apply only to the 
modules without the additional power amplifier.   

Floating  pins can cause high power consumption. High power consumption immediately following a 
software upload continuing until the next power cycle. 

In general, the overall power consumption is difficult to measure precisely without specialist 
equipment. 

An estimate can be made from the performance statistics.  The longer in stand-by mode, the lower 
the overall consumption. However, long transmissions intervals can increase the risk of a 
synchronisation failure and subsequent (expensive) fall back for the receiver which then has to 
maintain a prolonged receive window. 
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4 NRF24L01+ 
 

This is a 2.4GHz band transceiver IC, developed by Nordic Semiconductors, supporting  data rates of 
up to 2Mb/s over 125 channels and claimed ranges of up to 1km. It has an SPI interface for 
integration with MCUs such as the Arduino. It is, in principle, a 3.3 volt device but its control pins 
are 5 volt tolerant. 

Many manufactures produce modules incorporating this IC. The modules are generally from one of 
two categories. That is either basic modules with a single transceiver chip and PCB antenna or more 
complex modules also incorporating a power amplifier IC and external antenna. In both cases, the 
original Nordic Semiconductor chip may have been substituted with a copy/clone chip of varying 
quality. 

The nRF24L01 is well supported with libraries and sample code so it is easily usable in Arduino 
projects.  

There are some basic requirements for successful use of modules incorporating this IC. The main 
one is that the power supply must be adequate to handle the initial power surge when the radio part 
is activated. The module with the power amplifier / external antenna is the most troublesome in 
this respect. Some clones also exhibit other erratic behaviour. See the trouble shooting chapter of 
this document. 

In this project, the transceiver module is powered down completely during sleep periods and re-
initialised during the wake up period to minimise exposure to spurious or unpredictable effects of 
various clones. 

 

Data Sheet: 
https://www.sparkfun.com/datasheets/Wireless/Nordic/nRF24L01P_Product_Specification_1_0.pdf 

Basic Tutorial: https://forum.arduino.cc/t/simple-nrf24l01-2-4ghz-transceiver-demo/405123 

Arduino Library (TMRh20): https://nrf24.github.io/RF24/  
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5 ATTINY1614 
 

Introduction from https://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/ATtiny1614-16-17-
DataSheet-DS40002204A.pdf 

The ATtiny1614/1616/1617 are members of the tinyAVR® 1-series of microcontrollers, using the 
AVR® processor with hardware multiplier, running at up to 20 MHz, with 16 KB Flash, 2 KB of 
SRAM, and 256 bytes of EEPROM in a 14-, 20- and 24-pin package. The tinyAVR® 1-series uses the 
latest technologies with a flexible, low-power architecture, including Event System, accurate analog 
features, and Core Independent Peripherals (CIPs). Capacitive touch interfaces with Driven Shield+ 
and Boost Mode technologies are supported with the integrated Peripheral Touch Controller (PTC) 

Anyway, it is a very useful general purpose microcontroller which has been integrated into the 
Arduino development environment with core software available here:  

Arduino megaTinyCore (Dr Azzy):  https://github.com/SpenceKonde/megaTinyCore 

Pinout Diagram: 
https://github.com/SpenceKonde/megaTinyCore/blob/master/megaavr/extras/ATtiny_x14.md  

 

The device is programmed using a UPDI programmer, has no bootloader and no reset pin (in the 
recommended configuration).  

It has a built-in RTC and a very flexible and very low current sleep and standby modes which make 
it ideal for this application. See: http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/Appnotes/TB3213-
Getting-Started-with-RTC-DS90003213.pdf  

For low voltage operation, say 2 x AA cells (3v), during the wake period the main clock, based on the 
internal 32kHz oscillator, is run at 5MHz (configurable in the Arduino IDE). 

Special for this application is that only certain GPIO pins can be used to wake the device from sleep 
mode on an edge trigger (see data sheet). 

 

 

6 HARDWARE 
 

The basic hardware for both the TX and RX parts is identical and consists of little more that the 
ATtiny1614 and the NRF24L01+ module. 
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To ensure a clean power off and power up a two part high side switch has been used. A simple P 
channel mosfet could be used as an alternative but with logic inversion. Components have been 
selected which function at the low voltages which may be encountered under low battery 
conditions. 

Led D1 indicates that the radio module has power. Led D2 on the TX part blinks in response to an 
‘ack’ message from the receiver.  Led D2 on the RX part blinks when it has received a transmission. 
These leds are jumpered to preserve power when not required for set up and trouble shooting. 

 

 

6.1 SCHEMATIC 
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6.2 SCHEMATIC ADDONS 

 
 

 

7 TROUBLE SHOOTING 
 

A number of suggestions are made below. Start with the easiest or those which appear to most likely 
help for the particular observed symptoms.  

 

1. Revert to software versions under which this project was developed. 
2. Choose a fast profile (say 10 seconds) for easier observation of the test cases. 
3. Jumper the leds to make the radio activity visible. 
4. Ensure radio parameters such as pipe, channel etc. match between communicating radios. 

Load a basic NRF24L01 test sketch onto both the transmitter and receiver to verify the radio 
modules. 

5. Set enhanced debug levels in the software and use 2 instances of the serial monitor to see 
the debug messages from both the TX and RX parts. 

6. When debugging excessive power consumption, ensure that the boards are power cycled 
following loading a program.  

7. Power problems are a common cause of failure of the NRF24L01 devices. Adding capacitors 
to the radio module may help but, but since the power to the module is switched, the power 
surge caused by charging an empty capacitor may force a complete reset. 

8. If the transmission succeeds and the receiver also receives the message but, somehow, the 
‘ack’ back to the transmitter fails, both devices revert to a recovery mode. The cause may be 
a power problem. 

9. In some cases, because the receive window start time adapts and it also has a relatively  long 
timeout, some instances of a synchronisation failure can result in a false lock on. This can 
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force the transmitter to send at a normal interval followed by one or more recovery 
transmissions in the time before the receiver responds. This cycle can continue. 

10. Tune the synchronisation profile parameters, say to increase the period the receive window 
is open before an anticipated transmission. This may be necessary, for example, if one or 
both devices have low stability oscillators. 

11. Be aware that the receiver ramps down the synchronisation interval after successive failures 
so may not be responsive to certain tests. Power cycle if necessary to reinitialise the retry 
interval. 

12. Be aware of the impact of changing radio parameters such as setRetries() . This could reduce 
the predictability of the transmission cycle leading to an increase in synchronisation 
failures. 

 

8 ALTERNATIVE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS / ADDITIONS 
 

Here are some possible ideas for enhancing the functionality of this development. 

1. Add synchronisation profiles with a shorter (say 5 second) cycle but consider any impact on 
the recovery synchronisation schedule and power usage. 

2. Negotiation of radio power (if practical)  
3. Negotiation of radio channel (if practical) 
4. Introducing a wake cycle in the receiver within the main transmission cycle, say for flashing 

a led then resuming sleep pending the next scheduled wakeup.  
5. Integration of a low power display, for example the Electronic Assembly DOGM-162A 

 

9 SOFTWARE PACKAGE 
 

The software is available for download from: 

https://forum.arduino.cc/t/synchronised-nrf24l01-transceiver-pair-for-low-power-operation-using-the-
attiny1614/925264  

It has been tested with Arduino IDE version 1.8.16  / megaTinyCore 2.4.2 

 

10  APPENDIX 
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